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lARA ALONSO 4ºA

Once upon a time 
a girl called Sophie 
was in the park. 
She was wearing a 
beautiful hat and 
she wore glasses 
too. She loved 
planes.



She was playing with 
a plane that she was 
doing. She was trying 
to make it fly but the 
plane couldn’t fly and 
it crashed. 

LARA ALONSO 4º A



INÉS PIÑERO 4ºA

she looked at the 
big blue paper, a 
blueprint,  where 
she had a picture 
of the plane . 



She tried again 
and again but it 
always crashed. 
Sophie was sad 
and disappointed.

LOLA BRUNA 4ºA



Suddenly a 
mysterious tiny bag 
fell on her head. 

JAVIER DE LA GALA 4ºB



Then a very small 
person crashed with 
her plane against the 
tree.

MARINA FARO 4ºA



Then a very 
small person 
crashed with 
her plane 
against the 
tree. The little 
person came 
out of the plane 
and went to 
take the bag.

MARÍA GONZÁLEZ 4ºB



But the little 
person looked  
at Sophie. 
Oh no! 
She was so 
big!  The tiny 
girl was very 
scared. 

VALLE  BEAMUD 4ºA



She tried to 
protect herself 
with a pencil. 
Sophie couldn't 
believe it and 
she took a 
picture with 
her mobile 
phone, the tiny 
girl wanted to 
hit her with 
the pencil!!.

VICTORIA LLANOS 4ºB



. Sophie had an 
idea to help the 
little one go 
with her 
friends. She 
fixed the plane 
with some 
pencils but she 
couldn't make 
the plane fly. 

  CLAUDIA LÓPEZ 4ºB



JORGE GARCÍA 4ºA



RAFAEL SÁNCHEZ 4ºA
CARMEN DE HIGES 4ºA



She tried again 
and again but 
nothing worked

JIMENA GÓMEZ 4ºA



They were very 
disappointed. 
Suddenly the 
blueprint was blown 
to her hands .

JIMENA MARTÍN 4ºA
MARÁ sÁNCHEZ  DE LEÓN  4º B
 



Sophie had a 
great idea.

Will it work? 

BLANCA SALVADOR 4ºB



Like a comet!

 They tried to 
make the plane fly 
again. 

 This time the 
plane flew!

CECILIA SEGADO 4ºB



IGNACIO TEJERO 4ºA
JIMENA GÓMEZ 4ºA
NICOLÁS MARTÍN-CARO 4ºB



MARÍA TRACHSLER 4ºB



When the tiny 
person was in the 
sky she took a 
bright star out of 
her small blue bag , 
and she put it in 
the sky.  

MARTA TEJADA 4ºB



MARÍA VARGAS 4ºB



.  It was the 
biggest star ! 
Sophie knew it 
because the little 
girl made the star 
twinkle .

SOL RIERA 4ºB



Sophie and her 
tiny friend were 
really happy .  

DIEGO GARCÍA 4ºB



Once upon a time a girl called Sophie was in the park. She was wearing a beautiful hat and she wore 
glasses too. She loved planes. She was playing with a plane that she was doing. She was trying to 
make it fly but the plane couldn’t fly and it crashed. she looked at the big blue paper, a blueprint,  
where she had a picture of the plan . She tried again and again but it always crashed. Sophie was 
sad and disappointed.

Suddenly a mysterious tiny bag fell on her head.  Then a very small person crashed with her plane 
against the tree. The little person came out of the plane and went to take the bag. But the little 

person looked  at Sophie. Oh no! She was so big!  The tiny girl was very scared. She tried to 
protect herself with a pencil. Sophie couldn't believe it and she took a picture with her mobile phone, 
the tiny girl wanted to hit her with the pencil!!.

 

 



The tiny person tried to get back to the plane but  She noticed that the plane was broken. She 
looked up and her whole family was leaving: a band of little paper planes going away . Sophie had 
an idea to help the little one go with her friends. She fixed the plane with some pencils but she 
couldn't make the plane fly.

She tried again and again but nothing worked. They were disappointed. The blueprint was blown 
into her hands and then Sophie had an idea, she tied a blueprint to the other plane , like a 
comet, and they tried to fly it. This time the plane flew!

When the tiny person was in the sky she took a bright star out of her small blue bag , and she 
put it in the sky.  It was the biggest star ! Sophie knew it because the little girl made the light 
twinkle . Sophie and her tiny friend felt really happy . 
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THANK YOU!    ANA  LÓPEZ


